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By Stephen Nelson
The conviction of Stephen Port
for the murder of four young
men has raised a number of
questions over the Metropolitan
Police’s investigation into the
deaths.

The police failed to link the
deaths of the men, two of whom
were found in the same place in a
Barking Graveyard a few weeks
apart. The police also failed to
properly investigate the earlier
case of student Daniel Walgate,
who was found dead outside
Port’s flat.

Port was questioned by police,
but his explanation that Walgate
had taken drugs and died and that
in a panic, Port had put him out-
side of his flat, was accepted. Po-
lice only considered charging Port
for perverting the course of justice. 

During his trial it was revealed
that friends and family of the vic-
tims, the local newspaper for the
area and the website Pink News
had all tried to find out more
about the deaths of the men, be-
lieving there could be a connec-
tion.

The Metropolitan Police has
said 17 police officers are now
under investigation.

It seems clear that homophobia
played a negative role in the inves-
tigation; police saw that deaths as
isolated drug overdoses, and in
the case of two of the victims, a sex
game gone wrong which had
killed one and driven the other to
suicide. 

SUICIDE
The body of Daniel Whitworth
which was left in the same
place as Gabriel Kovari’s had a
“suicide note” with it.

This note expressed regret for
the death of Kovari due to drugs
taken during sex and said guilt
had driven Whitworth to end his
life. But the note made no mention
of any family or friends. It also
said, “BTW, please do not blame
the guy I was with last night, we
only had sex, then I left. He knows
nothing of what I have done.” The
note was treated at face value de-
spite the family questioning the
hand writing and other informa-
tion that they did not feel
amounted to a coherent story.

People connected to the victims
contacted Galop, the anti-LGBT-
violence organisation, who con-
tacted the police, only to be told
there was no connection between
the deaths. Only after a police of-
ficer recognised Port with his final
victim, Jack Taylor, in CCTV
footage, was Port finally arrested
and his flat properly searched.

Despite the coroner recording
an open verdict in the death of
Daniel Whitworth and requesting

that the items found on his body
should be tested, this was not
done until Port had murdered
again. Throughout, the police had
access to Port’s DNA, yet none of
the items found on the victims, in-
cluding Port’s own bed sheet used
to wrap the body of Daniel Whit-
worth, were checked against his
record.

Port met his victims using web-
sites and social media like FitLads
and Grindr.

The police have a terrible record
of not treating crimes seriously
when they have occurred after an
arrangement for casual sex has
been made. The view seems to be
that if strangers engage in casual
sex they should accept the risks.
Attitudes like this cost these
young men their lives. 

A public appeal for information
was made following Port being
charged, but for the 15 months
that he was attacking young men
no warning was put out in Bark-
ing or East London. Following his
arrest others have come foward to
say they met Port and found them-
selves unwittingly drugged and
raped or assaulted. 

Port has now also been con-
victed of drugging seven other
men. But there are a further 58 un-
explained deaths on record and
these are all now being reinvesti-
gated. 

For those involved in sex work
there is an added stigma to report-
ing the kinds of crimes Port perpe-
trated — Port offered Daniel
Walgate payment to stay with
him. They face threat of not being
taken seriously, being prosecuted
or just judged by the police by
their own twisted morality that
devalues sex workers and crimi-
nalises their work. The police
should not be allowed to police
our bodily autonomy and the
choices we make in our sex lives.

The growing culture of chem-
sex, an undoubtedly high risk
activity, cannot be used as a
cover to dismiss the complaints
of victims of sexual violence or
to treat victims as culpable for
the crimes that are committed
against them.
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Children from settler families play in Amona settlement outpost

By Ira Berkovic
Ministers in Israel’s hard-right
government have voted unani-
mously for a bill that seeks to
retroactively legitimise settle-
ment outposts built illegally on
Palestinian land in the West
Bank.

It then passed its first reading in
the Knesset, the Israeli parliament,
by 58 votes to 50.

A 25 December deadline for the
evacuation of the Amona settle-
ment outpost, northeast of Ramal-
lah, still stands, after courts rejected
a government bid to delay it, but if
the new bill becomes law, between
2,000 and 3,000 settler homes built
illegally on private Palestinian
land, including Amona, could be
legitimised. 

The bill, which requires three
Knesset readings to become law,
proposes to offer compensation to
Palestinian landowners who can
prove their ownership of land on
which settlements were built.
Mariam Hammad, a Palestinian
from Silwad, near to Amona, said:
“I don’t want any money. I want
the land I remember from when I
was seven years old and would
help my family harvest the pota-
toes and tomatoes we used to
grow.”

Israeli Attorney General Avichai
Mendelblit made clear that the bill
contradicts international law, and
that he would be unable to defend
it in the High Court of Justice.

The debate around the bill has
accentuated some strategic differ-
ences of approach within Benjamin
Netanyahu’s right-wing coalition.
Netanyahu himself, vociferously
pro-settlement but perhaps fearful
of further international isolation,
sought to postpone both the
Amona eviction and the vote on the
legalisation bill. Education Minister
Naftali Bennett has positioned him-
self as more explicitly pro-Amona,
speaking directly to settler protest-
ers, and arguing for an earlier vote
on the bill as a potential way to

stave off the evacuation of Amona. 
Netanyahu and Avigdor Lieber-

man, politically one of the most
rabidly ethno-nationalist figures in
the coalition but a key ally of the
Prime Minister, have accused Ben-
nett of reckless posturing. Ne-
tanyahu had previously said his
government would “examine the
possibility of evacuating [Amona]
with responsibility”.

Lieberman has said that the gov-
ernment’s main aim should be to
ally itself closely to Donald Trump.
Many Israeli chauvinists see
Trump’s election as a green light for
an expanded settlement-building
programme, which Barack
Obama’s administration opposed,
albeit mealy-mouthedly. However,
they are concerned not to be seen to
be reckless, and are eager to work
out an agreement with Trump.
Lieberman said: “Anyone who
fears for the future of the Jewish
settlements in Judea and Samaria
[the Israeli nationalist right’s term
for the West Bank] understands
that at this moment the most im-
portant thing is to coordinate posi-
tions with the new American
administration. This is the first time
there’s a right-wing government in
Israel, a Republican president and
a Republican majority in the Senate
and Congress, so facts on the
ground must not be created and the
incoming administration must not
be embarrassed”. Lieberman has
also opposed those who have
urged physical resistance to the
Amona evacuation.

The dispute in the coalition, then,
is essentially over how quickly and
aggressively to accelerate the colo-
nial occupation of the Palestinian
people.

Although figures like Lieberman
have flirted with genocidal dis-
course and come close to advocat-
ing ethnic cleansing, the pragmatic
strategy of the Israeli nationalist
right is not to exterminate the
Palestinians, but to use settlement
expansion as a means to establish a
“Greater Israel” as a fixed reality,

and snuff out any possibility of an
independent Palestinian state. 

Those Palestinians who do not
wish to be second-class citizens in
a Greater Israel will need to be sub-
jugated into acceptance.

Trump’s election gives them a
huge boost, although Lieberman
and Netanyahu’s caution shows
that the Israeli government does
not yet have a clear strategy for
how to capitalise on that opportu-
nity.

Meanwhile, the Israeli left and
peace movement, embattled and
marginalised by Netanyahu’s in-
creasingly authoritarian, Putin-
esque regime, is attempting to
resist the settler movement. Zehava
Galon, chairperson of the soft-left
party Meretz, said: “The govern-
ment gave in to the extreme right,
and is enacting a law bypassing the
High Court that is meant to legit-
imize a theft that has already taken
place, the robbery of land belong-
ing to Palestinians. The formalisa-
tion bill isn’t meant only to regulate
Amona, if it passes — illegal con-
struction of more houses built on
private Palestinian land will be le-
gitimised in the same way. The Is-
raeli government’s ministers don’t
give a damn, not only for the High
Court, but also for the prime min-
ister, only to carry favours with a
group of law-breaking settlers.”

Ayman Odeh, a Knesset member
and leader of the left-wing party
Hadash, said: “The government
ripped off its mask and has begun
the process of annexation of the
West Bank, thereby sending a clear
message to the world that it does
not see the occupation as a tempo-
rary situation and is not looking to-
wards a solution.”

Gush Shalom, the anti-occu-
pation campaigning organisa-
tion, used its weekly full-page
advert in Israeli liberal newspa-
per Ha’aretz to proclaim: “Not
only Amona — All settlements
are illegal. No ‘legalisation bill’
could possibly whitewash them.”

Why police failed to catch
“Grindr serial killer”

Trump win emboldens
Israeli right wing



By Gerry Bates
More than 20 ex-football players
have come forward with reports
they were sexually abused as
children by coaches.

The revelations have sparked an
investigation by five police forces,
as well as an internal investigation
by the Football Association.

An NSPCC hotline has already
received over 100 calls.

The scandal unfolded after for-
mer Sheffield United player Andy
Woodward waived his anonymity
and told the Guardian that he had
been abused by coach Barry Ben-
nell while a youth player at Crewe
Alexandra.

Woodward’s testimony
prompted other former players to
come forward with allegations
against Bennell, as well as others
who had been abused by other
coaches at different clubs.

Gordon Taylor, boss of the play-
ers’ union, the Professional Foot-
ballers’ Association, told the BBC
that sexual abuse had taken place
around at least “six or seven” clubs,
including Blackpool, Leeds and
Stoke. Operation Hydrant, the po-
lice operation investigating historic
sex abuse claims, is currently inves-
tigating 17 sports people.

Barry Bennell was sentenced to
four years for the rape of a boy at a
football camp in Florida in 1994,
and then in 1998 was sentenced to
a nine year sentence for 23 offences
against boys in England.

According to his victims, Bennell
exploited his power over the young
players under his care, threatening
to end their footballing careers if
they spoke out. Woodward told

BBC’s 5 Live: “It was that control —
that all I wanted to do was be a
footballer.”

Other victims say that Bennell
also threatened boys’ families and
with slandering them to their peers.
The testimony of those who suf-
fered his abuse paints a grim pic-
ture of a power relationship in
youth football and broader society
which makes it extremely hard to
report an abuser.

“Back in that day and age if you
came out with accusations, would
anybody believe you?” said ex-
Crewe player Steve Walters. Paul
Stewart, former England player
and victim of Bennell, added that
“it was a taboo subject, nobody
spoke about it. It was brushed
under the carpet if it was happen-
ing. I don’t think there was any-
where to turn in those days.”

The many players who have
come forward have done a great
service to football and society by
forcing a discussion about a culture
that has provided very favourable
conditions for abuse and exploita-
tion.

It is shocking that it took so
long for the various authorities to
investigate.
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Andy Woodward

By Marek Krukowski and
Józef Pinior
Iwona Bogumiła Tyszkiewicz, or
Miłka, was sentenced for the
first time in 1982 in Elbląg when
she was still a schoolgirl to
three years imprisonment for
smuggling Solidarnosc leaflets
and underground opposition
journals.

In the following years she was
watched and threatened by the se-
curity services and sacked from a
series of workplaces.

In Wrocław she was one of the
activists of the legendary Orange
Alternative. She also co-operated
with the printing network associ-
ated with Fighting Solidarity, the
Regional Strike Committee and the
Freedom and Peace movement.
From 1987 she took part in build-
ing the Polish Socialist Party (PPS)
and the Polish Socialist Party –
Democratic Revolution (PPS-RD).

Owing to her involvement in the
Orange Alternative and the PPS
and PPS-RD, she was repeatedly
detained for 48 hour periods. In
1988 she was sentenced to a fine of
10,000 złoty or three days impris-
onment.

After 1989 Miłka was active
mainly in creating non-govern-
mental organisations in Poland.
She was involved in human rights
work and in 1991 co-organised the

first congress of organisations
working on human rights. She cre-
ated one of the first internet jour-
nals Posłaniec (Messenger). She was
active in the creation of the Green
Party.

In 2004-15 she worked with the
Council of Europe’s Commission
for Human Rights, as well as Jόzef
Pinior’s offices in the European
Parliament and the Polish Senate.

Miłka Tyszkiewicz is now ill
with a brain tumour — fortunately
not aggressive and possible to op-
erate upon. Her prognosis is rela-
tively good. On this basis Miłka
has recently been recognised as a
“grade 1” disabled person and so
gets a modest monthly benefit

payment.
Miłka’s treatment requires

money for things like medicines,
rehabilitation, medical appliances
and quite a specific diet. She is cur-
rently using a borrowed walker
and wheelchair. Miłka’s present
condition makes it completely im-
possible for her to do paid work.

We appeal to people of good will
for help so that Miłka can get the
medicine and rehabilitation that
she needs.

Owing to the kindness of the
Foundation for Freedom and
Peace (Fundacja Wolnoć I Pokόj)
you can provide support by pay-
ing into its account no
14124061751111 00103789.

Please add the reference (in In-
ternet banking after you have
specified the amount) that this is to
help Miłka Tyszkiewicz (“na
pomoc dla Miłki”).

International transfers require
the IBAN Code:
PL14124061751111001037894118
and the Swift or BIC Code: PKOP-
PLPW.

The Bank is PEKAO SA in War-
saw, ul. Jasna 1 00-013 Warszawa.
The account belongs to Fundacja
Wolność I Pokόj, ul. Gwiaździsta 5
C m.7, 01-651 Warszawa.

• More details
danielewicz-a@wp.pl.
• Translated by David Holland:
dcholland@tiscali.co.uk)

By Elizabeth Butterworth
Research on Ofsted points to en-
demic problems in the schools
system and inspection regime

Last week the Education Policy
Institute (EPI) released important
findings about the fairness of Of-
sted reports in England.

They found a “systematic nega-
tive correlation” between schools
with children from poorer back-
grounds or lower prior attainment
and positive Ofsted judgments.

In other words, schools with chil-
dren from better off backgrounds
are more likely to get Good or Out-
standing judgments and schools
with children who have previously
achieved well are also more likely
to get Good or Outstanding judg-
ments.

Schools with less than five per
cent of students qualifying for Free
School Meals were three times
more likely to be rated Outstand-
ing; schools with twenty-three per-
cent of pupils qualifying for Free
School Meals were highly likely to
be rated Inadequate.

It was also easier for schools with
students from better off back-
grounds to improve from Good to
Outstanding.

It is significant the EPI has
pointed this out, as it puts Ofsted
under some pressure to review its
working practices and justify itself
to the Department for Education.

On a local level, it may lead to
parents, governors and community
groups putting less store by Ofsted
judgments or even disputing Of-
sted judgments.

Do we need Ofsted to tell us that
schools where the students’ parents
are professional and middle class
are successful, while schools with
“deprived” cohorts do not?

According to the EPI report, “Of-
sted has not been as effective at
consistent recognition of deterio-
rated academic performance as it
has been at ensuring schools are in-
spected regularly.” Meaning Ofsted
is better at inspecting regularly
than it is at recognising when a
school has gotten worse and updat-
ing judgments accordingly.

NO TRUST
It’s no surprise to schoolworkers
that Ofsted’s judgments can’t be
trusted.

Far from reflecting normal per-
formance or school experience,
schools and colleges bend over
backwards trying to do what they
think Ofsted want or want to see.

This changes every few years, as
a new Chief Inspector is appointed
or the goalposts are changed by
new criteria, new judgment out-
comes and new government guide-
lines. This is on top of a changing
curriculum, changing exam sys-
tems, not to mention a recruitment
and retention crisis.

Inspectors have an idea of what

they are looking for in a school.
Particularly the Chief Inspector,
Michael Wilshaw, whose infamous
emphasis on discipline is clear in
the ban on talking in the corridors
in his old school.

Desperate to get out of special
measures, the Heads of schools
deemed Inadequate try to “turn
around” schools in one or two
years, changing uniforms, curricula
and behaviour systems at the drop
of a hat, with varying levels of suc-
cess. Parents of students at Stockley
Academy in west London recently
protested at the Head insisting on
expensive branded school bags.
The Head was soon on his way, re-
placed by the third Head in a year.

This is disastrous for children.
The lack of stability, the obsession
with results and the exam regime:
compounded by a lack of oversight
from weak Local Authorities and
governors, coupled with over-zeal-
ous Executive Heads and academy
sponsors.

But more than anything else,
schools need money. Schools across
England are facing 8% cuts, or 15%
in some inner city areas, and de-
spite valiant campaigns from a few,
the fightback against these is
nowhere near big enough to suc-
ceed.

The schools system has been
hollowed out by the Tories, and
schoolworkers, parents and stu-
dents must work together to get
back some control.

By Charlotte Zalens
18 UK police forces are being in-
vestigated by the Independent
Police Complaints Commission
over 187 complaints related to
child sexual exploitation cases.

The IPCC says some of the com-
plaints involve what it considers to
be ″high-level corruption″.

More than a quarter of the com-
plaints relate to South Yorkshire Po-
lice over its failing of young people
in Rotherham between 1997 and
2014. 

The 2014 Jay Report into child
sexual exploitation (CSE) in Rother-
ham found police had repeatedly
disbelieved young people and in
many cases arrested young girls
found with much older men for
being “drunk and disorderly″.

The allegations against South
Yorkshire Police range from failing
to investigate cases properly to cor-
rupt relationships between police
and offenders.

Allegations against the Metropol-
itan Police account for 46 of the in-
vestigations; a separate
investigation by Her Majesty′s In-

spectorate of Constabulary examin-
ing a sample of 384 CSE cases and
found 75% revealed serious police
errors.

Many of the allegations follow
the same pattern — of police inves-
tigations being shut down prema-
turely or prosecutions not pursued
because the suspects were politi-
cians, or well known; or of evi-
dence being suppressed, not taken
seriously and discarded.

Out of the 27 investigations into
complaints that have concluded 15
officers face disciplinary action. No
criminal prosecutions have been
made.

These complaints may be just be
the tip of the iceberg. The forces
with the most complaints against
them are those where recent high
profile cases have uncovered an
underlying problem — South York-
shire and the Metropolitan.

How much is as yet uncov-
ered? There is no reason to be-
lieve these police forces are
unique.

• Solidarity on Rotherham:
bit.ly/2aBOHfE

Ofsted prefers middle-class schools

An appeal for Miłka Tyszkiewicz

187 complaints against cops

Football abuse: overturning
a culture of silence



By Liam Conway
The Brexit vote was “a bitter blow for the
establishment, big business, the interna-
tional financial institutions, the rich and
the politicians” says Charlie Kimber, writ-
ing for International Socialism journal. 

This gives the impression, ″with minor ex-
ceptions″, that the ruling class was united in
their support for remaining in the EU, which
is clearly a fantasy. 

Cut through the pseudo sociology in Kim-
ber’s analysis and you are left with two
points. The leave vote was primarily a revolt
against the establishment and was not dom-
inated by racism or hostility to migrants.

What evidence does Kimber give for either
of these conclusions? For the latter a little. For
the former, none at all.

Kimber quotes studies by professors and
commentary by Labour politicians to justify
the purely Kimber view that the leave vote
was anti-establishment. Kimber writes that
Professor Jennings of Southampton Univer-
sity found that “workers perceived politi-
cians as arrogant, boorish, corrupt, creepy,
devious, loathsome, lying, parasitical,
pompous, shameful, sleazy, slippery, spine-
less, traitorous, weak and wet.” But how is
this specifically related to the EU? Most of the
sleaze that dominated the press was rooted

in the British Parliament, not the European.
Kimber says that the Leave vote “was

driven by such factors as the MPs’ expenses
scandal, the decades-long sense that the po-
litical parties are now all the same, the wide-
spread contempt for the ‘pillars of society’,
the lies told to launch the Iraq war and the re-
sentment that comes from sensing that a tiny
group at the top of society are making mil-
lions while you’re suffering — and they are
also laughing at you.” But Kimber produces
no evidence at all that the groups he cites as
most likely to vote Leave —some of the poor-
est and least formally educated in society —
did so because of class hostility to the elites
in Britain. And even if the poorest of the poor
were bitter and chaffing at the bit because of
their mistreatment by the British establish-
ment, why would they blame the EU?

DISLOCATION
Jennings’ study is nothing to do with the
EU, it is about dislocation with British pol-
itics and politicians. 

Where is the sociological research that
shows workers voted to leave because of ″lies
told to launch the Iraq War″? This is just po-
litical wishful thinking to justify the line of
the Socialist Workers′ Party (SWP).

Kimber re-states the three reasons for SWP
support for leaving the EU. The EU is a ″cap-
italist club″. The EU is a racist fortress. The
EU is part of the imperialist world order.
What Kimber fails to do is explain how leav-

ing the EU gets you out of the ″capitalist
club″, undermines racism within Europe
against EU nationals, or weakens the imperi-
alist world order. Kimber accepts that racist
incidents have risen since the referendum but
there is no mention of EU nationals, such as
Polish workers, seriously considering return-
ing to their homelands because of increased
racism after the referendum.

Kimber tries to get around the clear rise in
racism and anti-immigrant sentiment by
banging on about the contradictory or un-
even nature of working class consciousness,
but he only succeeds in demonstrating the
uneven nature of his own consciousness.

I suggest the SWP, and Kimber in particu-
lar, re-read the Communist Manifesto where
they will find Karl waxing lyrical about the

progressive, as well as the reactionary, nature
of capitalism:

“The bourgeoisie keeps more and more
doing away with the scattered state of the
population, of the means of production, and
of property. It has agglomerated population,
centralised the means of production, and has
concentrated property in a few hands. The
necessary consequence of this was political
centralisation.

“Independent, or but loosely connected
provinces, with separate interests, laws, gov-
ernments, and systems of taxation, became
lumped together into one nation, with one
government, one code of laws, one national
class-interest, one frontier, and one customs-
tariff.” 

What response did Marx recommend for
this tendency in capitalism to break down
″independent or loosely connected provinces
(nations)”? Was it a reversal of the process?
Not at all. 

“This union is helped on by the improved
means of communication that are created by
modern industry, and that place the workers
of different localities in contact with one an-
other. It was just this contact that was needed
to centralise the numerous local struggles, all
of the same character, into one national strug-
gle between classes.” 

Kimber replaces solidarity with the in-
terests of the working class with pander-
ing to the current consciousness (of
some) on the EU.
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Kimber’s contradictory consciousness

By Michel Husson*
On 23 January 2015, several days after
being named as the Finance Minister of
the new Greek government, Yanis Varo-
ufakis answered questions from Channel
Four. 

His first objective, he explained, was to
take emergency steps to reduce the social ef-
fects of the crisis, and the third was to re-ne-
gotiate the debt. Between these two, and
before even getting to the question of the
debt, Varoufakis named as his target the sys-
tem of oligarchy: “We are going to destroy
the Greek oligarchy system”.

These intentions were not followed
through with, but Varoufakis clearly under-
stood that a double rupture was needed in
order to provide an alternative to economic
and social disaster: not only a break with the
austerity imposed by the Troika, but also,
within Greece, a break with an oligarchic sys-
tem made up of absentee ship-owners,
predatory CEOs and financial speculators.

What is the relationship here with Brexit,
the election of Trump, or the rise of the
[French] National Front? Perhaps it can be
found in the fundamental asymmetry of the
anti-system discourse which contributes to
their success. The method consists of subor-
dinating the social question to the national
question, or more precisely, to the way that
the nation is inserted into the world econ-
omy. Concretely, this consists of instilling the
simple idea: all our problems, including so-
cial problems, come from outside. The people
responsible for all our problems are strangers
“by nature”: that is, globalisation, China,
Mexico, refugees, the European Commission,
etc.

Certainly, at home, this anti-system dis-

course opposes the parties “of the system”,
but the main objection to them is not so much
that they serve the interests of banks and
multinationals and to have therefore acted in
a socially regressive way. To be sure, estab-
lishment parties have been accused of being
responsible for unemployment and inequal-
ity, but only insofar as they are allied to Brus-
sels, or the World Trade Organisation, and
therefore subject to the whims of the global
system.

“We are going to take back control of our
country and make America great again”.
That was the fundamental theme of the
Trump campaign, and we heard its partisans
acclaim it during his first declaration of his
candidacy with cries of “USA! USA! USA!”
Re-establishing the USA in its role as the
world’s uncontested primary superpower, or
to reclaim the benefits of British insularity,
this is the background music for the anti-sys-
tem proclamations.

Ignacio Ramonet [a left-wing journalist, ed-
itor of the Spanish edition of Le Monde diplo-
matique] recently unveiled “Donald Trump’s
proposals that the mainstream media is hid-
ing from us”. Alongside Trump’s narrative of
victimhood vis-à-vis the media (a classic),
two main propositions take centre stage in
Trump’s program: denunciation of the ills of
globalisation, and protectionism. Five million
industrial jobs have been lost in the USA and,
says Trump, this is due to relocations, free
trade, and Chinese competition. Therefore,
he promises to increase duties on Chinese
and Mexican products and to denounce free-
trade agreements which have been con-
cluded (NAFTA) or which are being
negotiated (TTIP).

In a recent comment piece, Antoine Bevort
and Philippe Corcuff denounce the “confu-
sionist fog on the left”. Even if the title of

their piece, “Ignacio
Ramonet Trumpi-
fied?”, might seem
too much, their criti-
cism nevertheless in-
dicates a real problem.
Ramonet’s article re-
ally reads like a list of
themes which we
ought not cede to the
right. His list contin-
ues with “refusing
neo-liberal budget
cuts to social secu-
rity”, the increase of
taxes on traders and
the re-establishment
of the Glass-Steagall
law which was re-
pealed in 1999 by Bill
Clinton. In short,
Trump is setting himself up as the defender
of the middle class and the poor: the enemy
of finance, so to speak.

For Trump, as with Sarkozy, Juppé or Le
Pen, the social rhetoric is really pure decora-
tion

It is this aspect of Trump programme
which “the mainstream media is hiding from
us” and which we should take into account.
That is certain. But Ramonet “is hiding from
us” the fact that Trump’s project is also to pri-
vatise Obamacare. And above all, how can
we take seriously the demagogic refrain (“we
will cut taxes but without touching social
welfare”) which we know so well in France
thanks to the rightwing Presidential primar-
ies?

For Trump, as for Sarkozy, Juppé or Le Pen,
the social rhetoric is really just decoration: it
covers over what lies at the heart of their dis-
course, which is the assertion of sovereignty

or an identity (which is more or less under at-
tack). The strength of this discourse rests on
a simplistic representation of the world,
which is to say, primitive, or even tribal: all
our ills come from elsewhere, from abroad. It
is possible to construct a mass psychology
with its basis on the fear of the future and of
the other. The long shadow of the national
question falls across and obscures the social
question.

We must not, we are told, allow the right to
monopolise the “national” question: the left
should develop its own sovereignty narrative
— a left-wing one of course — for which quit-
ting the Euro should be the central plank. 

If that is the lesson that we draw from
Trump, then the identitarians and the
xenophobes are in for a great time.

• Originally published in Alterecoplus,
10/11/2016. Translated by Edward Maltby.

Why we shouldn’t go for “left Trumpism”

The left should not turn to a form of left “Trumpism”



Fidel Castro, one of the last remaining
leaders of a Stalinist state, died last week
at the age of 90. 

Among sections of the left there is near-
hysterical outpouring of eulogy, while bour-
geois commentators blithely dismiss him as
a communist despot. A third camp socialist
assessment of Castro’s politics is needed.

Fidel Castro was undoubtedly the central
historical figure of modern Cuban history.
The 1959 revolution that brought his 26 July
Movement (M26J) to power was a bourgeois
political revolution which smashed Fulgen-
cio Batista’s dictatorship, but replaced it with
their own Bonapartist regime. Half driven by
US hostility and half by choice, the Castroites
opted to create a Stalinist state in 1961, adopt-
ing the model of the USSR, China, North
Korea and (North) Vietnam at the time. Cas-
tro ruled until 2006, when he handed power
to his brother, the current president Raúl Cas-
tro. Over the past 25 years, Cuba has taken
faltering steps towards capitalism, while the
ruling bureaucracy has maintained its iron
grip.

How was Cuba ruled under Fidel Castro?
Fidel Castro established a bureaucratic col-

lectivist class society in Cuba. The surplus
was appropriated directly, through the state’s
control of the economy. Cuban workers and
peasants received their means of subsistence
most as non-monetary rations — low cost or
free food, housing, education, health and
other welfare facilities. However the surplus
product pumped out of the direct producers
was controlled and allocated by the ruling
bureaucracy, while independent trade unions
and civil liberties were suppressed.

Under Fidel Castro the state owned the
means of production and the bureaucracy
owned and controlled the state, ruling
through the myriad of state-sponsored
“mass” organisations. The bureaucracy,
armed forces and security services he headed
had privileged access to consumer goods
through special stores, separate hospitals,
recreational villas, and trips abroad.

Raúl Castro has summed up the political
ideal of the Cuban ruling class as “monolithic
unity”. Although there is enforced mass par-
ticipation in Cuba’s polity, democratic control
is absent. The Communist Party, formed in
1965 has only held seven congresses in nearly
60 years. The Popular Power assemblies were
not established until 1976 and allow only vet-
ted candidates to stand on their biography,
with those “elected” able only to rubber
stamp decisions taken elsewhere by the bu-
reaucrats.

Fidel Castro’s politics originated in the
Latin American populist nationalism. He
came from an upper-class Cuban back-
ground. He emerged politically during his

five years at the Law School of the University
of Havana, between 1945 and 1950. Fidel Cas-
tro was involved in the anarchist group UIR
as a student, enrolling in an ill-fated attempt
to overthrow the Trujillo dictatorship in the
Dominican Republic in 1947. He was in Bo-
gotá during the riots in April 1948.

By the early 1950s Castro was a young
lawyer and second-rank leader of the bour-
geois Ortodoxo party, founded by Auténtico
Eduardo Chibás in protest at the latter’s cor-
ruption. Castro was on the party’s slate as a
candidate for Congress in elections sched-
uled for June 1952, which were aborted by
Batista’s coup in March that year. Castro
revered Jose Marti, who fought for Cuban in-
dependence against the Spanish. He upheld
a morality of “honour” in contrast to the
gangster politics that prevailed in Cuba. But
as late as March 1956, in his resignation letter
from the Ortodoxo party, he remained a
mainstream Cuban politician, writing “for
the Chibasist masses, the July 26 Movement
is not something distinct from the Orto-
doxia”.

ORGANISATION
What distinguished Fidel Castro was his
emphasis on political control from the top
down and his obsession with organisa-
tion. 

In his book, My Early Years (1998) Castro
claimed to have devised a middle-way strat-
egy in the context of the Cold War. He put
particular emphasis on what he called “chief-
tainship”, or what Marxists have regarded as
Bonapartism, where the leadership, balanc-
ing between contending classes and organi-
sations, establishes a strong state to direct
development. Castro’s approach stands in
contrast to the kind of collective, democrati-
cally elected leadership group found in a
genuinely Marxist organisation.

Was Fidel Castro a Stalinist from the start?
Fidel Castro claimed he supported and was

strongly influenced by Marxist-Leninism be-
fore the revolution. Certainly key people
around him were connected to the Stalinist
movement. Raúl Castro joined the youth
wing of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP,
as the Cuban CP was called) in the 1950s,
while Che Guevara was also committed to
Soviet Stalinism. However the clashes within
the M26J and differences between the M26J
leaders and the PSP do not suggest Fidel Cas-
tro was fronting for Stalinism at the time. The
assessments of the US and Soviet govern-
ments, and of the PSP do not suggest Castro
was a Stalinist in 1959.

Fidel Castro became a vocal Stalinist after
the US government became hostile to his
regime, imposing its blockade and sanctions.
Cuba’s much heralded achievements under

Fidel Castro depended in part on the receipt
of massive Russian aid from the early sixties
to the end of the eighties. Between 1960 and
1990, Cuba received about 65 billion dollars
of Soviet aid on very favourable terms.
Under Fidel Castro, Cuba supported the in-
vasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, the Soviet
invasion and occupation of Afghanistan from
1979 and the Tiananmen Square massacre in
1989.

The idea that Cuba under Fidel Castro was
some kind of “workers’ state” is ridiculous
and destructive. Some workers did help
overthrow the Batista dictatorship in 1959.
But it was not a socialist revolution, where
the working class self-consciously establishes
its own organs of struggle. There were no so-
viets, no big working class mobilisations, no
workers’ control and no Marxist party at the
helm. Fidel Castro was candid enough to
admit as much on numerous occasions.

Supporters of the M26J ousted pro-Batista
trade union bureaucrats immediately after
the revolution and elected more authentic
representatives. But at the tenth congress of
the Confederación de Trabajadores de Cuba
(CTC) in November 1959, Castro intervened
and imposed his own leadership slate. After
the congress concluded, the Labour Ministry
assisted by the Stalinist union leaders and
their allies purged a large number of trade
union leaders who had resisted their influ-
ence. There were no new elections and no
more union autonomy.

At the eleventh CTC congress in Novem-
ber 1961, unanimity replaced controversy.
With no contest allowed for the leading posi-
tions, all leaders were elected by acclamation.
The old Stalinist leader Lázaro Peña regained
the position of secretary general that he had
last held in the forties under Batista. The
unions became state labour fronts. In 1961,
Guevara argued that “the Cuban workers
have to get used to living in a collectivist
regime and therefore cannot strike”.

Under Fidel Castro, new labour laws
strengthened labour discipline. They pun-
ished workers who displayed signs of “lazi-
ness, vagrancy, absenteeism, tardiness,
foot-dragging, or lack of respect for superi-
ors” through wage cuts, job transfers and
sackings. The Castro government imposed
labour files on Cuban workers and incarcer-
ated “non-productive” workers in labour
camps. In 1983 a Solidarnosc-type independ-
ent union was suppressed by Fidel Castro’s

government.
Fidel Castro was not an advocate of human

freedom or an opponent of oppression in
other respects.

On coming to power the regime set up the
Federation of Cuban Women, but it is not in-
dependent nor committed to women’s liber-
ation. The majority of Cuban women have
ended up with a “double burden”: working
many hours outside as well as inside their
homes. For many years Cuban law denied
the legal concept of “marital rape”. At the be-
ginning of Castro’s rule, the Cuban govern-
ment strictly enforced the existing
anti-abortion legislation, though this was lib-
eralised in 1979.

LGBT
Cuban LGBT people suffered greatly
when Fidel Castro was in charge. 

In the 1960s the regime routinely harassed
LGBT people and published homophobic lit-
erature. In 1965 the government erected the
UMAP camps, where for some three years
gays, along with Jehovah’s Witnesses, some
Catholics, members of Abakúa and other
black secret societies, and other “deviants”
were forced to provide cheap, regimented
labour. Mandatory screening for HIV infec-
tion began in 1986. HIV-positive people (900
cases in 1993) were quarantined in sanatori-
ums and once they developed full-blown
AIDS, transferred to hospitals. The quaran-
tine policy was used as a substitute for seri-
ous educational programmes on AIDS.

If the future of socialism is modelled on
Fidel Castro’s Cuba, then there is no possibil-
ity of socialism. Fidel Castro contributed
nothing to working-class socialism. He is no
hero of ours.

But real socialism does have a future. Our
socialism — meaning the self-emancipation
of the working class — is not obsolete, is not
a relic of the past, but the very real alternative
for the present. 

Our socialism is based on the actual
tendencies in the world today and on the
real forces of the working class, the social
agent we look to in Cuba and everywhere
else as the progressive agent of change.

• Sam Farber’s work, including the books,
Cuba since the Revolution of 1959: A Critical
Assessment (2012) and The Origins of the
Cuban Revolution Reconsidered (2006) pro-
vides the best understanding of Castroism.

Fidel Castro: not our hero
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“Fatherland or death” a Castroite slogan

Voz Proletaria, the newspaper of Cuban Trotskyists until they were suppressed
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By Martin Thomas
It is conceivable that within a year or so
there will be no European Union, or not
much of an EU, for Britain to quit.

In Italy, Salvini’s right-wing nationalist and
anti-immigrant Lega Nord may be able to
seize the initiative after the likely defeat on 4
December of prime minister Matteo Renzi in
Renzi’s referendum on increased executive
powers.

Or it may be the Five Star Movement of
Beppe Grillo, who has tacked left sometimes
but who greeted Trump’s election with right-
wing bombast. Trump, Grillo said, had de-
feated the “journalists and intellectuals of the
system, serving the big powers. Trump has
screwed over all of them — Freemasons,
huge banking groups, the Chinese”.

The Lega Nord wants Italy to quit the euro,
though not the EU; so does Grillo; so does Sil-
vio Berlusconi and his Forza Italia.

In Austria, also on 4 December, neo-Nazi
Norbert Hofer may win the presidency.

Next March and April, Marine Le Pen of
the Front National could win the much more
powerful French presidency. She is way be-
hind in the polls at present, but then so was
Trump for a long time. She wants France to
quit the EU as well as the euro.

Her likely second-round opponent,
François Fillon, is not quite a “call out the
border guards” type, but he is a social con-
servative, a Thatcherite, who rejoices that
“France is more rightwing than it has ever
been”.

NETHERLANDS
The Netherlands also has elections in
March 2017. 

Since Britain’s Brexit vote, Geert Wilders’
anti-immigrant PVV, which wants the
Netherlands to quit the EU, has usually led
the opinion polls.

Maybe none of these dislocations will hap-
pen. 65 years of European capitalist integra-
tion, since the Coal and Steel Community of
1951, have created a web of connections with
staying power.

But even one upset, in Italy, France, or the
Netherlands, could unravel an already-shaky
EU. Probably, in the short term at least, a
looser free-trade area would survive, rather
than a full return to frontier fences, heavy tar-
iffs, and high military tensions, but “Brexit”
as such would dwindle to a detail.

If the EU survives on present lines, its anx-
ieties and tensions will work against easy
terms for Brexit. They will make “hard
Brexit” probable whatever the Tories want.
Already many of the Tory ministers posi-
tively want “hard Brexit”.

That will be regression. A break-up of the
EU would be worse regression. It would in-
crease divisions between the working classes
of different countries. It would threaten the
rights and security of 14 million people in Eu-
rope who live, currently as EU citizens, out-
side their countries of origin. The new border
barriers would make things even harder for
refugees from outside the EU.

The break-up would sharpen competitive
pressures on governments to squeeze their

By Colin Foster
Newly-elected US president Trump will
surely hack back migrants’, workers’,
women’s, and civil rights; speed environ-
mental destruction; and raise risks of
war, especially with Iran. He may also dis-
rupt the large trends which have allowed
capitalist growth for 60-plus years.

A trade-liberalising, world-market-boost-
ing trend, embedded in institutions key-
stoned by the USA, was launched in 1947
and has emerged from five major convul-
sions since then strengthened or intact. It
survived the US dollar’s breaking of its link
with gold, in 1971, and the crises of the
1970s: in fact, global financial flows zoomed
in that decade. It was accelerated by the
global shift to neoliberalism in the late 1970s
and the 1980s. When most of the Stalinist
states collapsed, and China and Vietnam
shifted to “market Stalinism”, from 1989 on-
wards, the institutions set up to order the af-
fairs of the “Western” side of the Cold War
adapted smoothly to draw in new territories.
Where the Kennedy Round of GATT in 1964-
7 had included only 62 countries, the World
Trade Organisation, GATT’s successor from
1995, had 128 countries subscribing to the
1994 Uruguay Round, and has 164 today.
China joined in 2001. In 2008, the first G20
statement after the crash stressed above all
avoiding protectionism; and on the whole
that has held. Between 2008 and 2016 many
new trade restrictions were introduced, but
none huge, and almost as many trade liber-
alisations.

Since 2008 world trade has grown slower
than world output for the first extended pe-
riod since World War 2, and global capital
flows have slowed, too. Even that, however,
does not necessarily signify a solid trend of
“deglobalisation”. Global trade is mostly in
raw materials and (increasingly) manufac-
tured and semi-manufactured goods. In
most economies “services” dominate output
(about 80% in the USA), while in global
trade they are an increasing part but still
only 21%. In an era where manufacturing
employment is declining not just in the old
industrial countries, but in Brazil, South
Korea, China, etc., the relative decline of
manufacturing value-added can outstrip the
relative increase in trading of services for a
while without this signifying a general turn
inwards and away from world markets.

The world’s governments have been un-
able to reach comprehensive new global
trade agreements since 1994. The “Doha
round” of WTO negotiations has produced
nothing but the relatively slight “Bali Pack-
age” of 2013. The US-European TTIP, and the
US-Asian TPP, looked unlikely to get con-
cluded even before Trump’s victory. And
yet: further trade agreements would always
be harder to reach once tariffs on most trade
had been reduced to single-figure percent-
ages (latest average applied tariffs on WTO
figures: USA 3.5%, Japan 4.0%, EU 5.1%,
China 9.9%: in 1931 the average applied tar-
iff in the USA was 35%). About 80% of world
trade is now transfers within the supply
chains of multinational corporations: they
show no wish to do other than keep those
chains expanding. Long-entrenched, deeply-

embedded interests sustain the world-mar-
ket-oriented order, with all its inequities and
instabilities and horrors and also with all its
erratic dynamism.

And yet, and yet... Donald Trump, as John
Weeks puts it, represents not so much a re-
jection of neoliberalism as a climax of its
drive to remove restraints on the abuses of
capital. Trump says he favours free trade, he
objects only to poorly negotiated trade
agreements, and that, if left free to swagger
and threaten, he, with his “art of the deal”,
can do better. But what does this bluster
mean?

Trump has been specific about imposing
high tariffs on the USA’s main trade part-
ners, Mexico and China; less specific, but
threatening, about US withdrawal from the
WTO. Even if more mainstream Republicans
in Congress are horrified, he has much
wider legal scope to impose tariffs and dis-
rupt trade than presidents Obama and
George W Bush had to push through tariff-
reduction deals. Possibly Trump’s adminis-
tration could produce what has been called
an “aborted trade war”, in which Trump’s
first protectionist measures produce such
backlash and disruption that he quickly re-
treats, something like an enlarged version of
Reagan’s initial protectionist lurch. Possibly
it could produce a still-largely-globalised
world in which the USA is an exceptional
rogue state, a counterpart to China, which,
though the world’s largest exporter, still has
large (mostly non-tariff) barriers to trade.

ROGUE
Those limited outcomes, however, pre-
suppose a controlled reaction by other
states, in other words by a world system
of states in which the keystone for
decades, the USA, has gone rogue. 

The EU’s difficulties in dealing expedi-
tiously even with its own internal problems
make it unlikely that it could become an al-
ternative keystone. They presuppose that
the Trump precedent does not snowball; yet
his victory has given a boost to the Front Na-
tional and Marine Le Pen in France. In April-
May 2017 Le Pen will almost certainly enter
the run-off vote for the French presidency,
and current opinion polls are close enough
that she could win. She promises a referen-
dum to take France out of the EU, and in
June 2016 polling showed 61% of the French
(a greater percentage than of British: Pew
Research 2016) had an “unfavourable” view
of the EU. If France withdraws from the EU,
nothing like the current EU’s level of capital-
ist integration can survive: only some loose
trade area, and maybe a much-reduced
tighter eurozone.

A global slump, and ugly, regressive poli-
tics almost everywhere, would ensue, and
probably strengthen the protectionist trends.
And suppose that weighty “globalist” inter-
ests do deter or limit Trump, and Le Pen fails
to win in May 2017. Even then a new crisis
(which is likely to come soon for other rea-
sons, independent of Trump or Le Pen)
would find a political establishment whose
repertoire of anti-crisis measures has been
exhausted and discredited, and thus vulner-
able to new and more aggressive right-wing
surges.

The USA has always been an exception
within the capitalist world order it has pro-
moted and keystoned. Because of the USA’s
size, its relatively small (though increasing,
from 10% in 1970 to 25% now) ratio of trade
to GDP, and its status as home to so many
multinationals, one expert remarks that:
“The United States has not historically wor-
ried much about how to make itself an at-
tractive location for investment geared
towards exports”, though most other gov-
ernments have worried greatly and increas-
ingly about that.

Brexit sentiment in Britain has been
mostly about immigration, not trade: most
Brexit voters (according to surveys) and
Brexit leaders (according to their statements)
want the UK to stay very open to trade, only
they dislike immigration more than they like
trade. In the USA it has been different. There
is much anti-immigrant sentiment there, but
it is not overwhelming nor even necessarily
increasing: as of 2016, 61% supported a path
to citizenship for illegal immigrants, and
that percentage had been stable for some
years (Jones et al 2016). Skepticism about
trade has been on the rise since the 1990s,
both in public opinion and in Congress.

Both George W Bush and Obama had to
battle and cajole Congress for trade deals.
The “fast-track” authority of the presidency
to do trade deals, in effect from 1975, lapsed
in 1994, was restored from 2002 to 2007 and
then lapsed again; was restored in June 2015,
but to little effect. By September 2010, in a
poll 53% said free trade agreements “hurt”
the USA, and only 17% that they “helped”,
where in 1999 there had been a majority for
“helped” (Card et al 2011 p.28). The USA has
simultaneously been the keystone of a rela-
tively free-trade world-market system, and
often the most reckless and narrow-minded
about the necessary capitalist give-and-take.
This contradiction could now become
deadly.

Reliance on the system remaining sta-
ble, or on a mild dose of kindliness and
generosity to rally a sufficient alternative
to the new surge of the right, is foolish.
Only an assertive, energetic, sharp-poli-
cy’d mobilisation by the left can do that.

The consequences of Trump

Trump win was a revolt
of the NCOs

By Barry Finger, New
Politics (USA)

Online at bit.ly/2fMqzbj
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working classes, and reverse the mediocre
and patchy, but real, processes of social lev-
elling-up which have come with the EU. It
would expose each country more to the gusts
of the world markets.

Foolish is the idea, circulated in some parts
of the left, that a break-up or partial break-up
of the EU would be good, because all disrup-
tion of the existing system must be good.
Salvini, Grillo, Hofer, Le Pen, Wilders will not
replace the EU’s neoliberalism by anything
more generous. They will only add anti-im-
migrant and nationalist venom.

The mainstream left, the “centre-left” as it
shyly says these days, is alarmed, but unable
to respond with flair. In Austria, the Social-
Democratic SPÖ has a coalition government
with Hofer’s neo-Nazi Freedom Party in the
Burgenland province.

In Italy, the Democratic Party, the main
remnant of the once-huge Italian Communist
Party, is led by Renzi, whose drive for strong
executive powers and anti-worker policy has
given the right their opening. In France, on
25 October a poll found only 4% of voters
“satisfied” with the record of Socialist Party
president François Hollande, whose latest
move has been to slash workers’ rights with
a new “Labour Law” (bit.ly/holl-4pc).

The choice, not just between progress and
stagnation, but between progress and rancid
regression, depends on the clumsily-emerg-
ing new forces on the left, like the Corbyn
movement in Britain.

We must stake out political ground, win ar-
guments, rally people to principles, remo-
bilise the labour movement at ground level,
pull together into political effectiveness
young people who still overwhelmingly re-
ject the new nationalism and racism.

Neither the Corbyn-McDonnell leadership
of the Labour Party, nor Labour’s biggest left
grouping, Momentum, is doing well on this.

In the run-up to the June 2016 Brexit refer-
endum, John McDonnell said, rightly, that:
“One of the fundamental rights the EU pro-
tects for its citizens is freedom of movement.
I think this is critical. The right of working
people to live and work where they choose is
a hard-won gain of the labour movement...

We should stand foursquare for freedom of
movement in Europe. The right to travel and
seek employment is a fundamental one”.

Now McDonnell suggests that freedom of
movement is a curse, but one worth tolerat-
ing as a price for free trade. “Labour will in-
sist that any deal with the EU includes, at
least as an interim, tariff-free Single Market
access... Full Single Market access implies
freedom of movement, as in Norway’s Euro-
pean Economic Area deal... There is a robust
economic case to be made for the benefits of
free trade over the perceived costs of migra-
tion. Labour is prepared to make that case”.

And not even that. Labour is not making
that case.

After the 3 November High Court ruling
that the Tories cannot use the “Royal Prerog-
ative” to start Brexit proceedings by “Article
50” without debate in Parliament, Jeremy
Corbyn rightly said that Labour would vote
against “Article 50” unless the Tories com-

mitted to single market access.
Right-wing deputy leader Tom Watson

then said Labour would refuse to take advan-
tage of the Tories’ difficulties. Labour would
vote for “Article 50” regardless. Corbyn de-
ferred.

The available report of the 22 November
meeting of Labour’s National Executive
records no dissent from the claim that: “our
party must not try to subvert the decision of
the British public (as the Liberals seem to be
planning). This would play into the hands of
the Tory government” — i.e. that Labour
must give the Tories a blank cheque for a
Tory Brexit. The one and only thing Theresa
May has made clear about the Tory Brexit is
that it will block freedom of movement.

APPEAL
On 5-8 December the Supreme Court will
decide on the government’s appeal
against the 3 November court ruling.

This time the Scottish government will join
in, arguing that the Scottish parliament too
must be consulted. A third angle has been
raised by a pro-EU pressure group basing it-
self on a plausible argument by George
Yarrow that the “default” form of quitting the
EU is to fall back to European Economic Area
status (like Norway: EU semi-membership,
including freedom of movement), and it re-
quires a further specific decision to quit the
EEA. (47 years ago, as it happens, Yarrow
was the person who convinced the present
writer to join the revolutionary socialist
movement, then in the form of the IS, today’s
SWP. Since then he has become a neoliberal
professor of economics at Oxford University).

Meanwhile the Tories’ own Office of Budg-
etary Responsibility estimates the costs of
Brexit to the government budget at £6 billion
a year. The Financial Times estimates the
residual payments which Britain will have to
pay into the EU budget, to cover commit-
ments already made but not yet paid for, at
€20 billion. We are a long way from the Brex-

iters’ promise of £350 million a week extra for
the NHS from savings on payments to the
EU, a promise dropped as soon as they won
the referendum.

The 23 June vote represents no fixed-for-
ever “decision of the British public” which
obliges Labour to give away the rights of mi-
grant workers (and British workers and
young people who want to work, study, or
live in Europe) by abandoning freedom of
movement. In fact, since some Leave voters
wanted something like EEA status, even on
23 June there was probably a majority for
keeping freedom of movement.

Plebiscitary democracy — democracy via
referendum snap votes, on questions shaped
and timed by the established powers — is the
thinnest form of democracy. Usually it just
serves those already in office. This time a
strong sub-section of those in office (Johnson,
Gove, etc.) were able to surprise Cameron, in
a public debate which was essentially John-
son-Tory plus UKIP versus Cameron-Tory,
with Labour voices neglected by the media
(Corbyn) or silent (Alan Johnson, the Labour
right-winger supposedly leading Labour’s
Remain campaign).

That does not make it more democratic.
The referendum excluded 16-17 year olds, ex-
cluded EU citizens living in the UK (though
they can vote in local authority elections),
was run on poor registers missing out seven
million people; and such a narrow snap vote
is no democratic authority to deprive mil-
lions of freedom of movement and probably
impose new borders between England and
Scotland and between Northern Ireland and
the South.

All but the thinnest democracy includes a
process of the formation, refinement, revi-
sion, and re-formation of a collective majority
opinion. Without such a process, and without
organised democratic political parties which
collectively distill ideas and fight for them,
democracy means only rule by whatever fac-
tion of the rich and well-placed can sustain
itself through judiciously-chosen successive
snap popular votes. It has almost no element
of collective self-rule.

Labour should fight for freedom of
movement, for substantive democracy,
and against “Article 50”.

By Hugh Edwards
The world’s leading financial media have
recently sharply turned their attention to
the critical consequences of Italy’s con-
stitutional referendum on 4 December. 

What stirs these experts is the significance
of the vote for the country’s notoriously pre-
carious banking system and the effect of a re-
jection — the no vote is 5-7 points ahead in
the polls — for political stability in Europe.

Prime Minister Renzi wants to transform
the elective Italian Senate into an apparatus
of the ruling party or the government, com-
posed of 100 senators, selectively picked
from Mayors and councillors from the re-
gions. They would be both unaccountable
and enjoy the immunity of parliamentary
deputies.

Thanks to Renzi’s proposed new electoral
law, the majority of those elected to the
Chamber of Deputies will be nominees of

the respective political party. In addition re-
course to the referendum will become more
difficult, as will laws via popular initiative.

But the icing on the cake will be the enor-
mous prize bestowed on the party receiving
most votes. If no one gets a 40%+ vote, then
in the run-off between the two top con-
tenders, the winner will get many more
deputies.

The precedent is Mussolini’s law that as-
signed to the list that had got 25% of the
votes two-third of all the seats in the Cham-
ber of Deputies, from which he proceeded to
construct his totalitarian regime.

Renzi’s real object here is a fundamental
reordering of the country’s economic, polit-
ical and social fabric, pivoted critically on a
historic subjection and domestication of the
working-class movement.

But notwithstanding the inevitable sup-
port from those among the country’s most
privileged and powerful, the price he is now
paying for the unending austerity is an un-

containable anger and hatred that most
probably will see his defeat.

The growing and palpable fear among the
bourgeoisie is mounting instability and the
possibility of an election if Renzi fails. Al-
ready Berlusconi — who when Renzi as-
sumed office privately concurred with the
decision to bulwark executive power — has
declared his support for the no vote, aiming
to rebuild his split forces with Salvini’s Lega
Nord to outface the real possibility of
Grillo’s Five Star outfit emerging as the real
contender for political power. However
Salvini is showing his independence and has
been hosting Le Pen, no doubt eagerly fu-
elling the burgeoning fantasies of “doing a
Trump”.

Tragically the liberal and would-be rad-
ical forces are nowhere likely to play any
significant role as a coherent mobilising
force of attraction against the miasma of
racist, xenophobic poison that will be un-
leashed if Renzi is defeated.

Will Italy shift right in an election?
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Take Back Control
Janine Booth’s pick of news-related poetry is this by Attila the Stockbroker

You tell me how you’ve suffered since the closure.
I see the pain and sadness in your eyes.
I feel your anger at our country’s leaders
Who offer only platitudes and lies.
At gigs I hear so many of these stories.
All different, but the message is the same.
You’re sick to death of scheming politicians.
No longer going to play their poxy game.
The referendum was your chance. You took it.
They told you we’d be taking back control.
Control of jobs and factories and borders:
A revolution wrapped up in a poll. 
The EU is a ghastly corporate bully. 
Cheap labour and big profits at its core.
I understand why you voted for Brexit:
One chance to strike a blow in the class war.
But it wasn’t the EU who shut your pit down
And sent Met thugs rampaging through your street.
They didn’t close your hospitals and workshops
Smash down your union to brave defeat.
No EU diktat caused the housing crisis
The poll tax, bedroom tax or zero hours. 
No, all of these were brought in by the Tories -
And soon those bastards will have brand new powers.
So let’s take back control with strong trade unions
And let’s take back control and organise
Take back control of pub and school and workplace
And counter all the endless media lies.
Take back control as we all stand together 
No scapegoating and no divide and rule.
The future is unwritten, and it’s daunting.
Please don’t let Farage take you for a fool.
• www.attilathestockbroker.com

Syriza: dark at the    
By Dora Polenta
Participants in the Second Congress of
Greece’s once-left party, Syriza, on 13-16
October, were reduced in the role of ap-
plauders of the Syriza-Anel government’s
memorandum doctrines.

Reminiscent of the Tory Prime Minister
Samaras, who defended the implementation
of the second [2012] Memorandum by saying
that “there is light at the end of the tunnel”,
Alexis Tsipras claimed the third memoran-
dum could bring a new dawn. “We continue
to implement a fair deal and we expect from
the institutions and our partners to meet their
obligations ... The deepest darkness is before
dawn,” he said.

There was no serious opposition at the con-
ference. Despite “murmurs” prior to the con-
ference, no candidate challenged Alexis
Tsipras for the Syriza presidency. He was
elected president by 93.54%.

OPPOSITION
The supposed left opposition within
Syriza is the “movement of 53”, nominally
led by finance minister Euclid Tsakalotos
and by Thodoris Dritsas, who has served
as the Minister of Shipping and Island Pol-
icy and signed off (albeit, if we take his
words for it, in a pool of tears and guilt)
the sale of the port of Piraeus to the Chi-
nese corporation Cosco.

The “movement of 53” did not raise a “no
to the memoranda”. It said there was no
other way but to continue on the memo-
randa, but Syriza should explain to the work-
ing class that the implementation of austerity
is a result of enforcement action by the cred-
itors and not Syriza’s choice.

Katerina Knitou said: “we must avoid the
perception that the defeat and compromise is
our strategic choice and we must clarify that
the memorandum is not ours.”

The first conference of Syriza, in 2013, com-
mitted to abolish all memoranda, and that
fundamental commitment was at the centre
of Syriza’s rise to lead Greece’s first-ever gov-
ernment of the Left. That has been replaced
by the realpolitik of a continuation of memo-
randa and drip-by-drip release of the bailout
doses.

The first conference had the potentially
subversive position of “no sacrifice for the

euro”, but that position was eliminated from
the second conference. 

The programmatic position of Syria against
privatisation and for renationalisation has
been abandoned for the vague promise of
“recovery of the public wealth from the neo-
colonial super-fund” (to which the Syriza-
Anel government has transferred public
assets in preparation for privatisation).

The Syriza conference in July 2013 reflected
the great wave of mass struggles during the
2010-2012 period. Also the relative lull of the
struggles during 2013; but it was framed
around the political objective for a united
subversive government of the left, which was
presented as a break with the memoranda
years. The revolutionary left, inside and out-
side Syriza, was wary of the risk of entrap-
ment that the slogan of a government of the
left might entail, but convinced that a politi-
cal solution was needed.

Its political deficiencies were a lack of strat-
egy and a lack of preparation. There was no
“Plan B” to deal with the prospect of black-
mailing (in the form of class war, capital
flights, threatened bankruptcy) by the EU-
ECB-IMF “Troika”. Despite Syriza’s loose
connections with the anti-globalisation and
anti-austerity movement in Europe and
worldwide, there was no attempt at a pan-
European mobilisation to defend the in-wait-
ing government of the Left.

The ideological framework was an attempt
at synthesis between the traditions of left Eu-
rocommunism (strategic structural changes)
and a more “Third International” perspective
of transitional program and transitional pol-
itics. The emphasis was on a rupture with the
modern “experiences” of the centre-left in
Europe. It described the radical left as a po-
litical project hostile to the class interests of
European social democracy. 

Tsipras and his circle of top advisers suc-
cessively chopped away that framework.
First they must address the “humanitarian
crisis”. First they must have a national salva-
tion government. At the first conference of
Syriza, according even to Tsipras, political al-
liances should be limited to the left of the po-
litical spectrum. But even then, central
officials of Syriza said that “a national salva-
tion government” required a broader consen-
sus, excluding only Golden Dawn and
Samaras’s Tories.
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Sun-Hee works as a cashier in a large su-
permarket in a South Korean town. 

She is just about managing, working un-
paid overtime she hopes will earn her the
permanent position she has been promised
which would enable her to satisfy some of
her children’s wants. Shy and passive, she
watches as a colleague, Hye-mi, is humili-
ated by being forced to apologise on her
knees to a customer. Then all the non-per-
manent staff are sacked by text message as
the company wants to outsource their jobs
because, as one manager says, everybody’s
doing it.

The women meet secretly and set up a
union. Sun-Hee reluctantly gets involved
and is cajoled by her friends into becoming
one of the negotiators with the manage-
ment. When they are ignored, the women
strike. As scabs are brought in, the women
occupy the supermarket and the rest of the
film follows the course of the strike which is
finally broken by the use of company goons
and riot police. 

The key theme is how Sun-Hee changes
as a result of her central involvement in the

strike, becoming more confident and as-
sertive. Her relationships also change, par-
ticularly with her son, who resents her
absence but comes to respect her when she
sticks up for him against his own abusive
employer, but also with Hye-mi who is
forced back to work after her young son is
seriously injured by the thugs. The film ends
a bit like a Western with Sun-Hee on a
doomed mission to take on the riot police
armed only with a shopping trolley.

‘Cart’ is based on a real strike of workers
at the E-Land Home-ever supermarket in
2007 which ended with some of the workers
being reinstated. The reality of the awaken-
ing of low-paid and precarious women
workers is also echoed in the Grunwick
strike and more recently in the struggles of
cleaners. The only part of the film that grates
with this is the ease with which the women
strike leaders were prepared to hand over
the leading role to a man, a supervisor who
joins the union after the strike started. (Per-
haps this reflects Korean culture.) 

But the film gives a realistic view of
how people change and learn in struggle.
• ‘Cart’ was shown as part of the 2016 Ko-
rean Film Festival. Versions with English
subtitles can be found online.

Since the eruption of the financial crisis
in 2008, Greece’s economy has shrunk by
almost 30 percent — a decline unparal-
leled in peacetime, outside the collapse
of the economy of the former Soviet
Union amid the restoration of capitalism
in the 1990s.

The three austerity programmes imposed
on Greece since 2010 have led to a 40 percent
cut in pensions and wages, as taxes have
been hiked by around 25 percent. Now, 30
percent of Greeks report that they cannot af-
ford to heat their homes in winter.

A Doctors of the World report states that
budget cuts to health care have led to 25 per-
cent of Greeks no longer having health cov-
erage and a 51 percent increase in infant
mortality in the last three years.

The country’s unemployment rate is 28
percent overall and 50 percent for youth
under 25. This has slashed social security
payments to Greece’s contributory-based

public health system. Fully 45 percent of
Greek retirees live below the official poverty
line, and the average monthly pension in
Greece has fallen from €1,350 in 2009 to €833
this year. Retirees often provide the only in-
come in entire families.

The OECD has found that average Greek
household income has fallen by 27.5 percent
since 2007.

The Financial Times notes that the “bleak
draft budget for 2016” predicts that the
economy will shrink by 1.3 percent overall
next year on top of a projected 2.3 percent
decline this year. 

Greece’s foreign debt is more than €315
billion and rising. The New York Times com-
ments: “The draft budget also expects the
central government’s debt to rise to 198 per-
cent of gross domestic product next year,
from 187.6 percent now. 

“The new bailout loans account for
much of the increase.”

Bruce Robinson reviews ‘Cart’ (2014)

Changing through struggle
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A big portion of Syriza then was ready to
prepare for conflict and rupture with the na-
tional and international capitalist class, with
the financial oligarchy and political establish-
ment, with the deep state. But the top eche-
lons already sang other songs. “First we will
seek an exit from the crisis, then we will con-
solidate productive development and invest-
ment, and then redistribution will follow”. 

The Left Platform warned that Plan A —
rational negotiations and reasoning with the
lenders, “Merkel will accept and everything
will be bright” — was doomed to lead to a
humiliating defeat. Proposals for a Plan B
and the necessary preparations for a collision
with the eurozone leaders were a central
point of confrontation at the congress, de-
flected by the slogan “No Sacrifice for the
Euro”. What was at stake and the intensity of
the confrontation were underestimated by
sections of the radical left outside Syriza.

By now, Syriza is a completely different
party. Exit from the crisis, according to the
October 2016 conference, will come through
a development law to attract investments,
utilisation of the EU ESPA funding, restruc-
turing of the debt, entry into the Quantitative
Easing program of the European central
bank, and the fight against corruption! It is a
typical social democratic answer in the era of
the social-liberal degeneration of social
democracy. Alexis Tsipras has been visiting
the congresses of European social democracy,
and apparently aiming for the assimilation of
Syriza into the degenerated centre-left neolib-
eral European social-democratic family.

Meanwhile the cuts in pensions, the neolib-
eral reforms in the pension system, the tax in-
creases, the house repossessions, the threats
to further dismantle worker protection laws
and trade union rights, build up rage among
the working-class majority cancel all hopes of
an “exit from the crisis” grounded in the
masses.

REFUGEES
On the issue of refugees, despite the anti-
racist credentials of the majority of Syriza
members and of some of Syriza’s cabinet
ministers, such as Tasia
Christodoulopoulou, Syriza members
were invited to support the agreement be-
tween Greece, the EU and Turkey. 

A country that every summer “welcomes”
over 21 million tourists, considers “in-
tractable” a human welcome of 60,000
refugees.

NATO has installed a fleet in the Aegean
and is discussing the relocation of its base at
Incirlik, in Turkey, to Greece under the “left”
government! The Syriza government has not
even verbally condemned (as most of the EU
states and USA has done) Erdogan’s clamp-
down and jailing of the leadership of the left-
pro-Kurdish HDP.

Another key issue of the 2013 conference
was the character of the party itself. An invo-
cation of “direct democracy” which suppos-
edly had emerged from the occupations of
the city squares as an alternative model to
outdated democratic centralism, the ideas
and tactics of the Latin American “left pop-
ulist” movements, and a heightened empha-
sis on tactics and communication, were used
to set up a completely unaccountable leader-
ship structure. 

At the October 2016 conference, to further
tame the Syriza central committee, an
amendment was proposed to Syriza’s consti-
tutional clause that only 25% of the CC mem-
bers can be salaried government officials. The
proposal was for MPs to be excluded from
the 25% quota.

The conference voted for MPs to remain
part of the 25% quota. Alexis Tsipras stepped
into the conference floor to challenge the out-
come: “If you understand what you have just
voted against, that is ok. But if you do not un-
derstand, there is a problem because you
have just voted against my proposal!” Tsipras
proceeded to request an immediate re-vote,
which he won!

Euclid Tsakalotos, from the “movement of
the 53”, won first place in the vote for the CC;
Nikos Filis, minister of education, who
earned credit from fighting the church in
favour of the abolition of religious education,
second; and Panos Skourletis, who got credit
by protesting against the privatization of
DEH, third. That reflected a timid attempt by
the delegates to voice some criticism. In a
government restructuring following the con-
ference, Alexis Tsipras removed Filis from the
ministry of education and demoted Sk-
ourletis from the ministry of energy to the
ministry of “citizen protection”.

Meanwhile, the leading core of Popular
Unity, the former Syriza left which quit in
July 2015, has chosen to focus on the national
currency. The Popular Unity has politically
self-identified as the “drachma party”, in-
stead of a workers’ party of the anti-memo-
randum struggle for the socialist
reorganisation of the Greek economy, which
would imply a conflict with the European in-
stitutions, and not vice versa.

The focus in the national currency reflects
a false, non-Marxist understanding of the
causes of the crisis. The priority is the over-
throw of the memoranda, which are the tools
of profitability of the Greek and European
capitalism under the context of global capi-
talist crisis, and the social transformation,
rather than the concentration on a monetary
fetish.

Popular Unity remains within a Keynesian
logic of “productive restructuring” and “ra-

tionalisation of production”. Since when has
the radical Left’s aim is the “reconstruction”
of the capitalist economy, and not its socialist
transformation? Popular Unity has in avert-
edly abandoned any references to the crucial
goal of a radical redistribution of income at
the expense of capitalist class and in the in-
terests of the working class. The antidote to
memorandum, degradation of working and
living conditions and unemployment will
come through the productive development.

From a Marxian perspective, the struggle
for the overthrow of the memoranda under
the hegemony of the revolutionary left is not
with the aim of launching an elusive insular
and utopian road to national capitalist devel-
opment with the drachma. The first priority
should be the imposition of “memoranda” on
the rich (radical redistribution of income,
workers’ control expanding to all sectors pri-
vate and public of the capitalist economy).

The dismal failure of Syriza, the re-orienta-
tion of Podemos and Portugal’s Left Bloc into
collaborationism, the defeat of the radical
movements of the Arab Spring, the setbacks
of the promising albeit populistic movements
and experiments in Latin America, and the

shrinkage of the once strong radical Left in
Europe, with the rise of the xenophobic far
right, raise questions for the tactics and strat-
egy of the Left.

There are specificities by country and re-
gion, but also common themes: the strong re-
actionary shift of the capitalist class, the
strengthening of the extreme right in the con-
ditions of crisis, the global economic crisis.
The contradictions of the capitalist class are
exacerbated. This makes radical change more
difficult radical change but also urgently nec-
essary, due to the worsening conditions of all
subordinate classes.

The revolutionary left should reach out to
all the ideological and political currents that
have differentiated or seceded from the ranks
of Syriza, aiming to advance a united front.
The Syriza-Anel government will continue
their anti-working class attacks. The exodus
of the remaining rank and file from Syriza
cannot be halted. 

The revolutionary left should converse
constructively with all these forces in
order to embolden the anti-capitalist
front.
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Timeline
January 2004: formation of Syriza as a coali-
tion around Synaspismos, a continuation of
the left-Eurocommunist strand.
October 2009: Pasok wins big majority in

Greek election (Syriza on 4.6%). Pasok an-
nounces that it has found government fi-
nances much worse than it thought; imposes
cuts and then in May 2010 enters the first of
a series of “Memoranda” with the EU, Euro-
pean Central Bank, and IMF, spelling out
cuts in return for bailouts (in fact bailouts of
the commercial banks which had lent to the
Greek government)
May and June 2012: After the fall of the

Pasok administration, and some months of
a caretaker regime, two general elections.
Syriza wins 17% in May, and 27% in June,
but the right-wing party New Democracy
narrowly wins.
July 2013: first congress of Syriza as a

party rather than a coalition. Commits to re-
versing cuts; abolishing or defaulting on the
“illegitimate” bulk of Greece’s debt; public
ownership and public control of the banking
system; taxation of domestic big capital;
against privatization and in favour of rena-
tionalisation.
September 2014: Syriza leaders replace

(de facto) the Syriza congress policies by the
“Thessaloniki declaration”, promising to
renegotiate a better deal with the EU and
distribute the proceeds in welfare measures.
January 2015: Syriza wins election under

the leadership of Alexis Tsipras. Forms a

coalition government with the right-wing
populist Anel. The activists of the occupa-
tions of city squares, the anti-austerity move-
ments, and the 30-plus general strikes since
2010 are asked to sit back and play a sup-
portive role.
February 2015:Despite a high-profile tour

by Greek finance minister Yanis Varoufakis,
eurozone finance ministers refuse to give
Greece a better deal. Syriza extends the
Memorandum; pledges to cut spending on
health care, education, mass transit, local
government, and other essential social serv-
ices. Utilises all reserves in order to meet
debt payments.
July 2015: In a referendum, called by the

Syriza government, on EU austerity terms,
61% vote “Oxi” (no). Massive rallies all
around Greece, 500,000 in Athens. But over
the next weeks, Tsipras pushes through ap-
proval of EU austerity terms, sacks left cabi-
net ministers, and asks all MPs who do not
vote for bailout measures to resign. Syriza
leftists quit to form Popular Unity.
September 2015: Syriza wins narrow re-

election and forms a new coalition govern-
ment with ANEL. Voter turnout at 56.6%, is
the lowest recorded since the fall of the mil-
itary junta in 1974. 
November 2015: Syriza government

passes a new austerity budget and expels
deputies who voted against the measures.
The budget is passed just days after the out-
going president of parliament, Zoe Kostan-
topoulou, issues the final report of the
“Truth Committee on the Greek Debt.” The
report notes that: “The Third MoU [Memo-
randa of Understanding] that accompanies

the August 2015 loan agreement, just like the
previous ones of 2010 and 2012, transfers the
weight of structural adjustment to Greek so-
ciety. As a result, the Third MoU will in-
crease poverty, class polarization and social
exclusion”. Its measures “are of equal or
greater social and fiscal impact, compared to
the preceding ones.”
March 2016: Syriza-Anel government and

Tsipras act as the gatekeeper of fortress Eu-
rope. At the Brussels EU summit; Alexis
Tsipras signs a bilateral agreement with
Turkey which stipulates that “irregular” mi-
grants must be deported with greater speed
back to Turkey. (Following legal studies, the
UN has designated the deal between Turkey
and Greece as illegal).
October 2016: Syriza agrees to further aus-

terity measures. The Eurogroup of eurozone
finance ministers approves the release of
€2.8 billion to the Greek government, after
the Syriza-led coalition has met the deadline
for implementing austerity and privatisa-
tions. Legislation earmarks a series of state-
owned companies for privatisation,
including the Thessaloniki and Athens
Water Supply and Sewerage Companies, the
Public Power Company, the Athens Metro
and ELVO (a bus and army vehicle manufac-
turer). The sale of these assets will be over-
seen by the Hellenic Company for Assets
and Participation, a “super-fund” to which
all Greek state assets to be sold off will even-
tually be transferred. The super-fund is to
have a life span of at least 99 years; half of all
its revenues are to go to service Greece’s
debts.

    end of the tunnel



Digital, but not so democratic
By Simon Nelson
Momentum MxV is an “innova-
tive new digital democracy plat-
form.” So said an email on 24
November, signed just “Momen-
tum”, to Momentum members.

MxV claims to be a “space to sub-
mit proposals for Momentum’s
conference, discuss the proposals
and decide which ones you sup-
port”. About 125 proposals had
been submitted as of 28 November,
attracting between 176 and two
“support” clicks each.

Without the knowledge of the
National Committee, due to meet
on Saturday 3rd, it appears that
those around the national office of
Momentum who are pushing the
model of “clicktivism” have tried to
create a “fait accompli”.

Online communication has a role
to play, but to bypass local groups
and their elected national commit-
tee in favour of whoever can stay
online the longest submitting pro-
posals or clicking “like” is no
democracy.

Some proposals submitted were
removed from the website with no
explanation and no recourse other
then emails and social media to
question what had gone on.

A later statement on the website,
cryptically signed “Momentum
Digital”, then said;

“These proposals were hidden
because they did not fit into any of
the conference’s category areas, for
example because they are about
public policy issues rather than
Momentum, or because they are
meta-discussion about the MxV
platform itself...

“However Momentum members
have made it clear that they do not
want to see proposals removed for
being ‘off-topic’, and would prefer
a looser approach where the incip-
ient community here on MxV can
self-regulate, and work collectively
towards developing fuller proposal
documents for the conference.”

It still remains unclear who will
decide the moderation of the pro-
posals and how they will be
formed into motions for the confer-
ence. The National Committee
should insist on proper oversight of
MxV and a full explanation of how
it was launched without the en-

gagement of members.
Having a forum to see all the mo-

tions put before conference, to com-
ment on them, and to discuss ideas
is great, if it goes alongside physi-
cal meetings that allow Momentum
members to have proper discus-
sions — and such basic things as
publishing the minutes of meetings
online, notifying agendas well in
advance, and not waiting seven
months between National Commit-
tee meetings.

Momentum could also have a
telephone number for people to call
to contact the office rather than a
series of email addresses with little
explanation as to what each one is
for. The elections for liberation
places onto the National Commit-
tee and for regional delegate places
for those not covered by groups has
been haphazard, and a lesson in
how not to have a democratic elec-
tion.

Some members, in fact some
candidates, did not get their e-
ballots. Members who didn’t
checked their email within a 72
hour period missed the opportu-
nity to stand. At least one person
ended up running in the wrong
region!

Momentum’s National Commit-
tee will meet after an enforced
seven-month hiatus on 3 De-
cember.

Motions are going to the meeting
from Momentum Youth & Stu-
dents, defending free movement,
and from the North West, on exclu-
sions and suspensions from the
Labour Party.

The North East has submitted a
motion that highlights the lack of
democracy and shambolic roll-out
of the MxV platform and handling
of OMOV elections for some places
on the National Committee.

The London Region should have

its motion calling for the National
Committee to re-elect the Steering
Committee at this meeting heard
early in the agenda. 

The largest number of proposals
are on decision making structures
and the running of Momentum’s
conference, due in February.

Our view remains that decisions
should be taken by a delegate-
based conference. That will allow
proper debate and discussion and
empower delegates to go back and
build activist groups that carry out
the policies decided. A series of on-
line OMOV ballots with limited de-
bate is not a real alternative.

The conference is still mooted for

February, but no date has yet been
set.

Some in Momentum are worried
that the fractious nature of debate
about OMOV vs delegate represen-
tation may cause Momentum to
split, and sections of the leadership
will walk away from the existing
groups, taking the database, affili-
ated unions, staff and volunteers
with them. This would be very
damaging and any attempt made
to divide Momentum or exclude a
part of it should be resisted.

There remains a great deal of
potential in Momentum, and this
National Committee is a chance
to start realising it.

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its
labour power to another, the capitalist class, which owns
the means of production. 
The capitalists’ control over the economy and their relentless
drive to increase their wealth causes poverty, unemployment,
the blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capitalists,
the working class must unite to struggle against capitalist
power in the workplace and in wider society.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.
In workplaces, trade unions, and Labour organisations;
among students; in local campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women, and social provision to free women
from domestic labour. For reproductive justice: free abortion on
demand; the right to choose when and whether to have
children. Full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity against
racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against global capital — workers
everywhere have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
• Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social
organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations, against
imperialists and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and
openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please take some
copies of Solidarity to sell — and join us!

@workerslibertyWorkers’ LibertyMore online at www.workersliberty.org
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Where we stand

By Will Sefton
The first national meeting of
Stop the Labour Purge, on 26
November, had almost 70 people
there, with a considerable num-
ber of branch and CLP officers
as well as individuals unfairly ex-
pelled and suspended. 

Aslef (train drivers’ union) pres-
ident Tosh McDonald lambasted
the affiliated unions for not doing
enough to challenge the Labour
leadership in the past. Even after
the election of Corbyn, he said, the
Party has still tried to stop its mem-
bers challenging decisions and
fighting for socialist politics in the
party. He and his wife have found
themselves threatened with disci-
plinary action in their own CLP.

Christine Shawcroft, a member
of Labour’s National Executive

Committee, gave interesting in-
sights into how the NEC functions.
The Compliance Unit, she said, had
dug itself into an ever-deeper hole
as it suspended or expelled thou-
sands in instant response to the first
set of complaints from Labour
members, mostly from right-
wingers and about posts on social
media, and has then felt it has to
continue suspending or expelling
people as it is flooded with more
and more “evidence.”

Shawcroft confirmed there is no
proscribed list, and continues to
call for the end to the “auto-exclu-
sion” of activists associated with
groups like Workers’ Liberty and
Socialist Appeal.

Richard and Peter Shield, from
Wallasey, told how party activists
are responding to the continuing
suspension of their constituency.

North West Momentum has de-
manded that Momentum nation-
ally campaign on the issue. 

John Dunn got a standing ova-
tion as he closed the conference
with a politically sharp, amusing
and passionate speech about his
lifetime of work for the Party.

He described his challenge to
Owen Smith at Orgreave, the
challenge that led to his expul-
sion.
• Email: StopTheLabourPurge@
gmail.com. Web: stopthelabour-
purge.wordpress.com 

Momentum meets on 3 December

Activists rally against purgeEvents

Got an event you want listing?
solidarity@workersliberty.org

Saturday 3 December
We Are The Lions — The
Grunwick Strike 40 years on
1pm, Working Class Movement
Library, 51 The Crescent, Salford,
M5 4WX 
bit.ly/2fjO0WU

Saturday 3 December
Momentum Northern regional
conference
9.30am-8pm, The CastleGate, Mel-
bourne Street, Newcastle, NE1
2JQ
bit.ly/2gF3Mvi

Monday 5 December
Democracy, Europe and the deal
we need
7-9pm, Emmanuel Centre, 9 Mar-
sham Street, London, SW1P 3DW
bit.ly/2gFv1r9

Wednesday 7 December
Fidel Castro’s legacy: is Cuba a
model for socialism? Lewisham
Workers’ Liberty meeting
7.50pm, The Rose Pub & Kitchen
272 New Cross Road, London,
SE14 6AA
bit.ly/2gClNhJ

Sunday 11 December
Defend Democracy in Turkey
national protest
12 noon, Turkish Embassy in Lon-
don, 43 Belgrave Square, London,
SW1X 8PA
bit.ly/2gFy56C At the 22 November meeting

of Labour’s NEC, the latest
figures on the Disputes Panel
from the leadership contest
this summer showed 1,038
members still suspended and
618 “auto-excluded”.



By Ollie Moore
Guards on Southern Rail struck
again from 22-23 November, with
further strikes planned for 6-8
December, 22-24 December, and
31 December-2 January.

Despite widespread calls to do
so, government ministers are refus-
ing to meet with the guards′ union,
RMT, directly. Instead, the govern-
ment has handed Southern bosses
a £20 million payment in an at-
tempt to improve their service.

For Southern to meet the union’s
demand for a second, safety-critical
member of staff on board each train
would involve filling 20 guard va-
cancies (which it promised to do in
January, and then reneged), with a
total cost of less than £1 million, ac-
cording to RMT estimates. This fig-
ure barely dents the £20 million
handout, or the £157 million that
the Go-Ahead Group, the parent

company of Govia Thameslink
Railway, which owns Southern, has
in reserve.

On 28 November drivers, who
are members of Aslef, voted by 87%
for strikes in a third ballot. Their
first ballot was declared illegal after

Southern bosses sought a High
Court injunction, and the union
cancelled the second, citing “tech-
nical difficulties”. 

They will strike on 13-14 De-
cember, 16 December and 9-14
January. 

Southern war continues

Station and revenue staff on
London Underground began an
overtime ban from 23 November,
as part of a fight against job
cuts. 

The workers, who are members
of the RMT union, are demanding
the reversal of job cuts made as part
of the “Fit for the Future” pro-
gramme, a radical restructure of
Tube station staffing which saw
nearly 1,000 frontline posts axed.

Figures obtained by the RMT
showed that London Underground
spent nearly £700,000 on overtime
payments just in August-Septem-
ber 2016.

Some stations have been forced

to close for periods due to staff
shortages resulting from the over-
time ban, and union activists sug-
gest the company is cutting corners
to keep stations open. A supporter
of the Tubeworker bulletin told Soli-
darity: “We have evidence that the
company has kept stations open
despite not having the legally-stip-
ulated minimum numbers of staff
on site. Elsewhere, they’re using
managers to make up the numbers
even when it’s not clear they have
the correct licences and qualifica-
tions.

“It shows clearly that the staffing
level is far too low, and that Lon-
don Underground would appar-

ently rather gamble with passenger
safety than take the financial hit of
a station closure.”

Members of smaller Tube union
TSSA are expected to join the dis-
pute, with their ballot due back as
Solidarity went to press on 29 No-
vember.

RMT station staff reps met on
28 November to discuss ongoing
strategy in their dispute, includ-
ing the possibility of striking in
parallel with RMT drivers on the
Piccadilly and Hammersmith and
City Lines, who will strike from 6-
7 December in disputes over vic-
timisation of union reps and
management abuse of proce-
dures.

By Adam Marshall
On Friday 25 November around
150 cleaners at King’s College
London and their supporters
protested outside KCL against
overwork, lack of cover staff and
the threat of redundancy. 

Servest, to whom KCL out-
sourced the contract after the clean-
ers’ successful campaign for the
Living Wage in 2014, has consis-
tently paid staff late and refused to
pay for cover or overtime, forcing
huge workloads onto cleaners
when colleagues are ill. Previous
redundancies meant that workers
had increased workloads for the
same pay. Supervisors have not re-
ceived the pay increase in line with
the Living Wage that was promised
in April. 

The protest was energetic and
noisy, with almost constant chant-
ing, and the workers seem more
than ready for a fight. Around a
third were workers, and more were

at the protest before starting work,
and the rest students. There were
supporters from LSE and SOAS
Justice for Cleaners.

The size of the demonstration
was impressive considering the
short notice and the decline of ac-
tivity, particularly among students,
since the Living Wage victory. It
was loud and lively. 

KCL, which outsourced the con-
tract after conceding the Living
Wage in order to distance them-
selves from corner-cutting, is com-
plicit in these labour abuses. Last
Monday, all staff were sent a letter
about contract restructuring, threat-
ening them with redundancies and
significant cuts in hours. Unison
has balloted for industrial action,
with 90% voting for. We are now
awaiting the announcement of
strike dates and picket lines. 

An effort must now be made
among student activists and the
Labour club to mobilise support
for them. 

By Gerry Bates
Picturehouse Cin-
ema workers at the
Ritzy cinema in
south London and
Hackney Picture-
house in north east
London are plan-
ning further strikes,
likely to be in mid-
December, in their
battle to win living
wages. 

Five days of strikes
from 19-23 November disrupted
premières of new Harry Potter
movie ‘Fantastic Beasts and
Where To Find Them’, and al-
though Picturehouse bosses did
keep the cinemas open for peri-
ods, lively picket lines at both sites
succeeded in persuading many
customers to turn away. 

A strike fundraiser on 23 No-
vember raised over £1,000 for the

workers’ strike fund, with further
events planned in the new year. 

Activists told Solidarity that they
may plan their strikes to coincide
with premier screenings of the
new ‘Star Wars’ movie, which
opens on 15 December.

Workers at the Ritzy and
Hackney Picturehouse are also
making links with staff at other
Picturehouse sites in an effort
to spread the dispute.

Workers from Yorkshire Ambulance Unison in Sheffield protested against the
potential privatisation of patient transport services, joined by local Labour
Party activists as part of their activities for the national day of action on the
NHS.

King’s cleaners protest

Tube workers fight job cuts

By Gemma Short
Durham teaching assistants
stuck again on Wednesday 23
and Thursday 24 November.

Teaching assistants are fighting
the imposition of term-time-only
contracts which would see them
lose up to 23% of their salary. The
Labour council plans to sack 2700
teaching assistants and employ
them on the new contracts in order
to force through the change.

Teaching assistants picketed
open schools and managed to turn
away some students. Many parents
have expressed their support for
the strike. After picketing teaching
assistants and their supporters
marched through Durham.

Many local Labour members are
unhappy with the way the council
is treating the teaching assistants,
but Labour councillors appear to be
trying to block attempts to have
open debates on the issue. Despite
this so far four Durham Labour

CLPs have voted to support the
teaching assistants — City of
Durham, Darlington, North West
Durham and Blaydon.

As Solidarity went to press on
Tuesday 29 November, Durham
County Council has agreed to meet
the teaching assistants’ union Uni-
son

Teaching assistants plan to
strike again on Thursday 1 De-
cember, and Tuesday 6 — Thurs-
day 8 December.

• Send messages of support on
Twitter: @TAs_Durham or Face-
book: www.facebook.com/TAs-
DurhamValueUs

Local CLPs back Durham TAs

Cinema strikes grow
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By Gerry Bates
Workers in Britain face the
longest squeeze on their pay
since reliable statistics started,
according to the government’s
own Office for Budget Respon-
sibility.

The OBR projects that by 2021
mean average earnings — pay ad-
justed for inflation — will not have
recovered to their 2008 level. Aver-
age real earnings fell by 9% be-
tween 2008 and 2013. 

The situation is getting worse
because of Brexit. The Financial
Times reports the same picture,
“Before the Brexit vote [the Office
for Budget Responsibility (OBR)]
had been expecting slow earnings
growth over the next few years,
with average wages finally return-
ing to their 2008 level by 2020.
[Brexit] will hurt productivity and
wage growth, while the drop in
sterling that followed the vote will
push up inflation… real wage
growth will stall next year and
even by 2021 average earnings will

be below their 2008 level.”
Working-class living standards,

from both wages and benefits, are
certain to decrease without action
being taken by the labour move-
ment. Inequality will also grow.
Cuts in means-tested benefits are
likely to mean a widening dispar-
ity between the income growth
levels of the richest and poorest
households, particularly working-
age households. 

The income of those aged 60 and
over was 11 per cent higher in 2014
than in 2007. In contrast, the in-
come of households aged 22-30 in
2014 was 7 per cent below its 2007
level. The average income of
households aged 31-59 was the
same in 2014 as in 2007.

The TUC’s response has been
completely inadequate: “Today’s
OBR forecast shows that the aver-
age annual wage will be £1,000
lower in 2020 than predicted at the
Budget. And this is on top of
wages still having not recovered to
their 2007 levels.”

Also stating the obvious but of-
fering no prospect of a fight to

change anything, Unison General
Secretary Dave Prentis said;
“Aside from those on the very low-
est wages, the pay misery for
school, hospital and town hall staff
goes on. The government’s stub-
born refusal to end the [public sec-
tor] one per cent pay cap means
wages are lagging way behind ris-
ing food and fuel prices, causing
real financial hardship.

“And with the Brexit storm
clouds gathering, the grim eco-
nomic outlook can only spell more
despair for public services.”

We are all too aware that wages
are low and prices are rising, but
we have seen a series of failed at-
tempts by all the major unions to
push back against this reality since
the crisis of 2007. A series of one-
day strikes with no strategy to win
followed by a failure to push and
coordinate industrial action on pay
has allowed the government and
bosses to continue to drive down
real wages.

Only a resurgent fight in the
trade unions and in the Labour
Party will reverse this.
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